The first annual Reports on Chronic Rheumatic Diseases-forerunner of our Annals-was pub That first issue no doubt reflected areas of interest and progress as they were seen at the time, and for that matter still are. The possible role of viral infection as a causal factor in rheumatoid arthritis is thought about nowadays as much as it was then, but speculation about a relation between rheumatoid arthritis and rheumatic fever on the basis of supposed histological similarity would be seen today as less convincing. The young were making their marks: F Dudley Hart attempting (unsuccessfully) to reproduce subcutaneous nodules, and Oswald Savage measuring oxygen and carbon dioxide tensions in knee joints. E G L Bywaters reviewed Synovtal Membrane by D M Kling in terms which were not altogether favourable ('Demur must be made on several points'), the author replying with acerbity in a later issue.
J J R Duthie discussed sociological aspects of the treatment of arthritis following a visit to the United States, and Will Tegner, after a similar visit, described the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis with streptococcal vaccines then being tested at Johns Hopkins. A paper appeared on 'Gout-an unsolved problem'. This it certainly was, with little of our current knowledge of pathogenesis and no conception of modern treatment. Nevertheless 
